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Advanced Python 
 

Course Summary 
 
Description 
 
The Advanced Python training course is a logical continuation of the Intermediate Python training course.  
 
Advanced Python begins with a quick review of some of the more prominent intermediate Python programming 
concepts, and then quickly transitions into an in-depth, hands-on examination of more commonly and less 
commonly used advanced Python features.  
 
Where the Intermediate Python course scratches the surface on multi-threaded programming, the Advanced 
Python course dives in deeply, exploring the nooks and crannies associated with creating high-throughput multi-
thread solutions. Similarly, the Advanced Python training course explores the more advanced OO programming 
used in modern software development, like Metaclasses. 
 
 
Objectives 
At the end of this course, students will be able to: 
 

 Know to use Python techniques for customizing class creation 

 Know How to use Python’s generators in concurrent programming 

 Understand packaging your code for reuse and distribution 

 Understand advanced multithreading and multiprocessing techniques 

 Understand how to build network clients and servers, using Python’s standard library 
 
Topics 
 

 Review Key Intermediate Python Concepts 

 Advanced Python Syntax  

 Packaging and Multitasking  

 Python Database API to External Databases and Web  

 Network Programming  

 Distributed Python  
 
Prerequisites 
 
ProTech’s Intermediate Python training course 
 
Duration 
 
Three days 
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Advanced Python 
 

Course Outline 
 

 
I. Review Key Intermediate Python Concepts 
 
II. Advanced Python Syntax  

A. Generators, decorators, coroutines 
B. Processing pipelines 
C. Event streams 

 
III. Packaging and Multitasking  

A. Packaging using Setuptools / Distribute and PyPI 
B. Virtualenv 

 
IV. Python Database API to External Databases and Web  

A. Acquiring Python database connection and setup 
B. Integration example: using Python with MySQL Database 
C. Integration example: MongoDB and PyMongo 
D. Bottle: Python Web Framework 
E. Web application development with Django 

 
V. Network Programming  

A. Socket Programming 
B. Web programming: urllib and WSGI 
C. Email handling 
D. HTML and XML Parsing 

 
VI. Distributed Python  

A. dispy framework for parallel & distributed computations 
B. asyncoro framework for communication and cooperation among distributed tasks 


